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There are no more reespected voices in the environmental movement than these authors, true counselors on the direction of twenty-first-century business.
With hundreds of thousands of books sold worldwide, they have set the agenda for rational, ecologically sound industrial development. In this inspiring book
they define a superior & sustainable form of capitalism based on a system that radically raises the productivity of nature's dwindling resources. Natural
Capitalism shows how cutting-edge businesses are increasing their earnings, boosting growth, reducing costs, enhancing competitiveness, & restoring the
earth by harnessing a new design mentality. The authors offer dozens of examples of businesses that are making fourfold or even tenfold gains in efficiency,
from self-heating & self-cooling buildings to 200-miles-per-gallon cars, while ensuring that workers aren't downsized out of their jobs. This practical
blueprint shows how making resources more productive will create the next industrial revolution
When Robin Chase cofounded Zipcar, she not only started a business but established the foundation for one of the most important economic and social
ideas of our time: the collaborative economy. With this important book, she broadens our thinking about the ways in which the economy is being
transformed and shows how the Peers Inc model is changing the very nature of capitalism. When the best of people power is combined with the best of
corporate power to form “Peers Inc” organizations, a potent creative force is released. The “Inc” in these collaborations delivers the industrial
strengths of significant scale and resources, and the “Peers” bring together the individual strengths of localization, specialization, and customization,
unlocking the power of the collaborative economy. When excess capacity is harnessed by the platform and diverse peers participate, a completely new
dynamic is unleashed. In Peers Inc, Robin Chase brings her provocative insights to work, business, the economy, and the environment, showing: •How
focusing on excess capacity transforms the economics of what's possible and delivers abundance to all •How the new collaboration between the Inc and
the Peers enables companies to grow more quickly, learn faster, and deliver smarter products and services •How leveraging the Peers Inc model can
address climate change with the necessary speed and scale •How the Peers Inc model can help legacy companies overcome their shortening life cycle by
inviting innovation and evolution •Why power parity between the Peers and the Inc is a prerequisite for long-term success •How platforms can be built
within the existing financial system or outside of it •What government can do to enhance economic possibility and protect people working in this new
decentralized world Chase casts a wide net, illuminating the potential of the Peers Inc model to address broader issues such as climate change and income
inequality, and proves the impact that this innovative economic force can have on the most pressing issues of our time.
From a variety of methodological perspectives, contributors to Living on the Land explore the nature and scope of Indigenous women’s knowledge, its
rootedness in relationships, both human and spiritual, and its inseparability from land and landscape. The authors discuss the integral role of women as
stewards of the land and governors of the community and points to a distinctive set of challenges and possibilities for Indigenous women and their
communities.
• New York Times bestseller • The 100 most substantive solutions to reverse global warming, based on meticulous research by leading scientists and
policymakers around the world “At this point in time, the Drawdown book is exactly what is needed; a credible, conservative solution-by-solution narrative
that we can do it. Reading it is an effective inoculation against the widespread perception of doom that humanity cannot and will not solve the climate crisis.
Reported by-effects include increased determination and a sense of grounded hope.” —Per Espen Stoknes, Author, What We Think About When We Try
Not To Think About Global Warming “There’s been no real way for ordinary people to get an understanding of what they can do and what impact it
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can have. There remains no single, comprehensive, reliable compendium of carbon-reduction solutions across sectors. At least until now. . . . The public is
hungry for this kind of practical wisdom.” —David Roberts, Vox “This is the ideal environmental sciences textbook—only it is too interesting and
inspiring to be called a textbook.” —Peter Kareiva, Director of the Institute of the Environment and Sustainability, UCLA In the face of widespread fear
and apathy, an international coalition of researchers, professionals, and scientists have come together to offer a set of realistic and bold solutions to climate
change. One hundred techniques and practices are described here—some are well known; some you may have never heard of. They range from clean
energy to educating girls in lower-income countries to land use practices that pull carbon out of the air. The solutions exist, are economically viable, and
communities throughout the world are currently enacting them with skill and determination. If deployed collectively on a global scale over the next thirty
years, they represent a credible path forward, not just to slow the earth’s warming but to reach drawdown, that point in time when greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere peak and begin to decline. These measures promise cascading benefits to human health, security, prosperity, and well-being—giving us
every reason to see this planetary crisis as an opportunity to create a just and livable world.
Power, Nonviolence, and the Will of the People
The Influence of Sea Power Upon History, 1660-1783
Sustainability
Drawdown
Living Deeply
How the Largest Social Movement in History Is Restoring Grace, Justice, and Beauty to the World
The Handbook for Taking Action in Your Community

Presents a plan for alleviating environmental degradation and boosting the economy by moving away from the use of fossil fuels and
toward a path of invention and investment intended to provide cheap, clean energy and generate new jobs.
A writer for Harper's and The Nation illuminates the limitations of violence in modern human history and reveals vibrant alternative
threads of non-violence accompanying all the major violent wars and revolutions of the last three centuries. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.
Bestselling author and environmental activist Bill McKibben recounts the personal and global story of the fight to build and preserve a
sustainable planet. Bill McKibben is not a person you'd expect to find hand - cuffed in the city jail in Washington, D.C. But that's where he
spent three days in the summer of 2011, after leading the largest civil disobedience in thirty years to protest the Keystone XL pipeline. A few
months later the protesters would see their efforts rewarded when President Obama agreed to put the project on hold. And yet McKibben
realized that this small and temporary victory was at best a stepping - stone. With the Arctic melting, the Midwest in drought, and
Hurricane Sandy scouring the Atlantic, the need for much deeper solutions was obvious. Some of those would come at the local level, and
McKibben recounts a year he spends in the company of a beekeeper raising his hives as part of the growing trend toward local food. Other
solutions would come from a much larger fight against the fossil - fuel industry as a whole. Oil and Honey is McKibben's account of these
two necessary and mutually reinforcing sides of the global climate fight - from the absolute centre of the maelstrom and from the growing
hive of small - scale local answers to the climate crisis. With characteristic empathy and passion, he reveals the imperative to work on both
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levels, telling the story of raising one year's honey crop and building a social movement that's still cresting.
In this thought-provoking book, Tobias Leenaert leaves well-trodden animal advocacy paths and takes a fresh look at the strategies,
objectives, and communication of the vegan and animal rights movement. He argues that, given our present situation, with entire societies
dependent on using animals, we need a very pragmatic approach. How to Create a Vegan World contains many valuable ideas and insights
for both budding advocates for animals and seasoned activists, organizational leaders, and even entrepreneurs.
Essential Wisdom from the Urban Wilderness
Blessed Edmund Campion
A Child's Book of Saints
A New Agriculture, A New Earth
The Natural Step for Business
Fight Global Warming Now
Essentials for Business
Sustainability: Essentials for Business is the first survey text of its kind to offer a comprehensive treatment of the
relationship between business and sustainability. The book begins with a macro perspective of the renewable
resources such as air, water, forests, energy, etc. This discussion provides a starting point for the students
unfamiliar with this sphere, so that the later chapters on environmental challenges can be framed within an
appropriate context. The book then segues into the micro issues by shifting toward stakeholder interests and
choices. Here, the chapters explore the various stakeholders involved - from organizations to consumers to nongovernmental organizations, etc. The third section of the book aims to present business solutions designed to
address and promote sustainability. This section will also discuss transparent and voluntary reporting along with
the standards. The last section of the book concludes with ideas and questions about moving towards a
sustainable future.
A world of 9 billion people by mid-century will demand fundamental changes in our mindsets, behaviors, cultures,
and overarching paradigm. Just as our species broke the Sound Barrier during the 1940s and 1950s, a new breed
of innovator, entrepreneur, and investor is lining up to break the Sustainability Barrier. In this book, John Elkington
introduces the Zeronauts – a new breed of innovator, determined to drive problems such as carbon, waste, toxics,
and poverty to zero – as well as creating the first Zeronaut Roll of Honor, spotlighting 50 pioneers in the field of
zero. Zeronauts are innovating in an astonishing range of areas, tackling hugely diverse economic, social,
environmental, and governance challenges. To give a sense of progress to date, we zero in on five key challenges
(the 5Ps): population growth, pandemics, poverty, pollution, and proliferation. The power of zero has been
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trumpeted, notably in relation to zero defects. This book spotlights key lessons learned in the field of total quality
management – and introduces a five-stage "Pathways to Zero" model, running through from the Eureka! discovery
moment to the point where a new way of doing things becomes endemic in the economy. In order to move from
incremental to transformative change, we must embrace wider framings, deeper insights, higher targets, and
longer time scales. This book investigates some ways in which leading Zeronauts are pushing change in relevant
directions, with cases drawn from a spectrum of human activity – from water profligacy to human genital
mutilation. If we learn from these pioneers, the twenty-first century could be our best yet.
The Natural Step for Business examines how four very successful "evolutionary" corporations in Sweden and the
United States - including IKEA and Scandic Hotels in Sweden, and Collins Pine and Interface in the U.S. - are
positioning themselves for long-term competitiveness using The Natural Step as a central part of their corporate
strategy. Nattrass and Altomare puncture the myth that a company must choose between profitability and care
for the natural environment, and present a timely and practical application of this exciting model for global
sustainability.
Discusses the prerequisites to starting a business and shares his own start-up strategies
The Most Comprehensive Plan Ever Proposed to Reverse Global Warming
Growing a Business
The Education of an Unlikely Activist
Crow Planet
How to Change Your Mind
The Greatest Minds and Ideas of All Time
My Life (So Far) in Song
This updated New York Times bestselling collection of essays by seven-time Grammy nominated singer songwriter Sara Bareilles “resonates with
authentic and hard-won truths” (Publishers Weekly)—and features new material on the hit Broadway musical, Waitress. Sara Bareilles “pours her heart and
soul into these essays” (Associated Press), sharing the joys and the struggles that come with creating great work, all while staying true to yourself. Imbued
with humor and marked by Sara’s confessional writing style, this essay collection tells the inside story behind some of her most popular songs. Well known
for her chart-topper “Brave,” Sara first broke through in 2007 with her multi-platinum single “Love Song.” She has since released seven albums that have
sold millions of copies and spawned several hits. “A breezy, upbeat, and honest reflection of this multitalented artist” (Kirkus Reviews), Sounds Like Me
reveals Sara Bareilles, the artist—and the woman—on songwriting, soul searching, and what’s discovered along the way.
"Stern but compassionate, author Wendell Berry raises broader issues that environmentalists rarely focus on . . . In one sense Berry is the voice of a rural
agrarian tradition that stretches from rural Kentucky back to the origins of human civilization. But his insights are universal because Our Only World is
filled with beautiful, compassionate writing and careful, profound thinking."—Associated Press The planet's environmental problems respect no national
boundaries. From soil erosion and population displacement to climate change and failed energy policies, American governing classes are paid by
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corporations to pretend that debate is the only democratic necessity and that solutions are capable of withstanding endless delay. Late Capitalism goes about
its business of finishing off the planet. And we citizens are left with a shell of what was once proudly described as The American Dream. In this collection
of eleven essays, Berry confronts head–on the necessity of clear thinking and direct action. Never one to ignore the present challenge, he understands that
only clearly stated questions support the understanding their answers require. For more than fifty years we've had no better spokesman and no more
eloquent advocate for the planet, for our families, and for the future of our children and ourselves.
Living Deeply transcends any one approach by focusing on common elements of transformation across a variety of traditions, while affirming and
supporting the diversity of approaches across religious, spiritual, scientific, academic, and cultural backgrounds. Each chapter in the book ends with
Experiences of Transformation, exercises drawn from wisdom traditions or scientific investigations meant to enhance your direct experience of the material.
Opportunities to actively engage in your own transformation and that of our world are woven into the fabric of your everyday life. Learning more about the
terrain of consciousness transformation can not only give you a map, but can help you become the cartographer of your own transformative journey.
Research over the last decade at the Institute of Noetic Sciences (IONS) has systematically surveyed hundreds of people's stories of their own
transformations, as well as conducting over 50 in-depth interviews with teachers and masters of the world's spiritual, religious, and transformative
traditions. No matter who you are,where you come from, or what your current path is - whether you seek to transform your life completely or simply make
adjustments that will add a layer of richness and depth to your life - exploring the many ways that transformation is stimulated and sustained can hold great
power. Weaving together cutting-edge science with wisdom from teachers of the world's transformative traditions this book explores how people
experience deep shifts in their consciousness, and how those shifts can lead to healing and wholeness. Research over the last decade at the Institute of
Noetic Sciences has explored in depth the phenomenon by which people make significant shifts in the way they experience and view the world. Focusing in
particular on positive transformations in consciousness, or those that result in improved health, well-being, and sense of meaning, purpose,and belonging,
hundreds of people's stories of their own transformations were included in the research, as well as in-depth interviews with over 50 teachers and masters of
the world's spiritual, religious, and transformative traditions. Authors Marilyn Mandala Schlitz, Ph.D., Cassandra Vieten, Ph.D., and Tina Amorok, Psy.D. will begin conducting workshops based on the information they have gathered for this book. These workshops will blend the rigors of science with the deep
wisdom of the world’s spiritual traditions. Drs. Schlitz, Vieten, and Amorok will offer key insights from the decade-long qualitative and quantitative
research study, of how people transform their lives. The workshops will include rigorous inquiry, group dialogue, and direct experience about the kinds of
transformations in consciousness that change a person’s worldview to one that is more connected to others. For more information about the Signature
Education Workshops, please visit www.livingdeeply.org Also available is a companion DVD.
Lyanda Lynn Haupt's sublime tribute to the crow and an invitation to engage with the wildlife in our midst. There are more crows now than ever. Their
abundance is both an indicator of ecological imbalance and a generous opportunity to connect with the animal world. Crow Planet reminds us that we do
not need to head to faraway places to encounter "nature." Rather, even in the suburbs and cities where we live we are surrounded by wild life such as crows,
and through observing them we can enhance our appreciation of the world's natural order. Crow Planet richly weaves Haupt's own "crow stories" as well as
scientific and scholarly research and the history and mythology of crows, culminating in a book that is sure to make readers see the world around them in a
very different way.
The Systems Work of Social Change
The New Organic Grower
Our Only World
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Regeneration
How to Harness Connection, Context, and Power to Cultivate Deep and Enduring Change
Ten Essays
How the Largest Social Movement in History Is Restoring Grace, Justice, and Beau ty to the World
A radically new understanding of and practical approach to climate change by noted environmentalist Paul Hawken,
creator of the New York Times bestseller Drawdown Regeneration offers a visionary new approach to climate change, one
that weaves justice, climate, biodiversity, equity, and human dignity into a seamless tapestry of action, policy, and
transformation that can end the climate crisis in one generation. It is the first book to describe and define the burgeoning
regeneration movement spreading rapidly throughout the world. Regeneration describes how an inclusive movement can
engage the majority of humanity to save the world from the threat of global warming, with climate solutions that directly
serve our children, the poor, and the excluded. This means we must address current human needs, not future existential
threats, real as they are, with initiatives that include but go well beyond solar, electric vehicles, and tree planting to
include such solutions as the fifteen-minute city, bioregions, azolla fern, food localization, fire ecology,
decommodification, forests as farms, and the number one solution for the world: electrifying everything. Paul Hawken
and the nonprofit Regeneration Organization are launching a series of initiatives to accompany the book, including a
streaming video series, curriculum, podcasts, teaching videos, and climate action software. Regeneration is the inspiring
and necessary guide to inform the rapidly spreading climate movement.
Blessed unrest tells the story of a worldwide movement that is largely unseen by politicians or the media. Hawken, an
environmentalist and author, has spent more than a decade researching organizations dedicated to restoring the
environment and fostering social justice. From billion-dollar nonprofits to single-person causes, these organizations
collectively comprise the largest movement on earth. This is a movement that has no name, leader, or location but is in
every city, town, and culture. It is organizing from the bottom up and is emerging as an extraordinary and creative
expression of people's needs worldwide.
A riveting and powerful story of an unforgiving time, an unlikely friendship and an indestructible love
Arguing that the current economy represents a move from a "mass" to a new "informative" economic system, the author
explains how individuals can cope with, and benefit from the transition
The Zeronauts
How One Solution Can Fix Our Two Biggest Problems
The Ecology of Commerce
Indigenous Women’s Understanding of Place
The Thirteenth, Greatest of Centuries
Summary: Blessed Unrest
Review and Analysis of Paul Hawken's Book
The issues of poverty, inequality, racial injustice, and climate change have never been more pressing. This book draws on stories
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of committed social changemakers to uncover effective principles and practices for social change, distilling a timely set of lessons
on how connection, context, and power sit at the heart of the change process.
In Call of the Reed Warbler, Charles Massy explores regenerative agriculture and the vital connection between our soil and our
health. It is the story of how a grassroots revolution--a true underground insurgency--can save the planet, help reduce and reverse
climate change, and build healthy people and healthy communities, pivoting significantly on our relationship with growing and
consuming food. Using his personal experience as a touchstone--from an unknowing, chemical-using farmer with dead soils to a
radical ecologist farmer carefully regenerating a 2000-hectare property to a state of natural health--Massy tells the real story behind
industrial agriculture and the global profit-obsessed corporations driving it. With evocative stories, he shows how other innovative
and courageous farmers are finding a new way. At stake is not only a revolution in human health and in our communities, but the
very survival of the planet. For farmers, backyard gardeners, food buyers, health workers, policy makers, and public leaders alike,
Call of the Reed Warbler offers a tangible path forward and a powerful and moving paean of hope. It's not too late to regenerate the
earth. Call of the Reed Warbler shows the way forward for the future of our food supply, our planet, and our health.
A wise and witty compendium of the greatest thoughts, greatest minds, and greatest books of all time -- listed in accessible and
succinct form -- by one of the world's greatest scholars. From the "Hundred Best Books" to the "Ten Greatest Thinkers" to the "Ten
Greatest Poets," here is a concise collection of the world's most significant knowledge. For the better part of a century, Will Durant
dwelled upon -- and wrote about -- the most significant eras, individuals, and achievements of human history. His selections have
finally been brought together in a single, compact volume. Durant eloquently defends his choices of the greatest minds and ideas,
but he also stimulates readers into forming their own opinions, encouraging them to shed their surroundings and biases and enter
"The Country of the Mind," a timeless realm where the heroes of our species dwell. From a thinker who always chose to exalt the
positive in the human species, The Greatest Minds and Ideas of All Time stays true to Durant's optimism. This is a book containing
the absolute best of our heritage, passed on for the benefit of future generations. Filled with Durant's renowned wit, knowledge,
and unique ability to explain events and ideas in simple and exciting terms, this is a pocket-size liberal arts and humanist
curriculum in one volume.
Why is the World Bank so successful? How has it gained power even at moments in history when it seemed likely to fall? This
pathbreaking book is the first close examination of the inner workings of the Bank, the foundations of its achievements, its
propensity for intensifying the problems it intends to cure, and its remarkable ability to tame criticism and extend its own reach.
Michael Goldman takes us inside World Bank headquarters in Washington, D.C., and then to Bank project sites around the globe.
He explains how projects funded by the Bank really work and why community activists struggle against the World Bank and its
brand of development. Goldman looks at recent ventures in areas such as the environment, human rights, and good governance
and reveals how—despite its poor track record—the World Bank has acquired greater authority and global power than ever before.
The book sheds new light on the World Bank’s role in increasing global inequalities and considers why it has become the central
target for anti-globalization movements worldwide. For anyone concerned about globalization and social justice, Imperial Nature is
essential reading.
The Green Collar Economy
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Wealth, Ecology and the Evolutionary Corporation
Living on the Land
The Global Warming Reader
100 Opinions You Can Trust on Blessed Unrest
The Art & Science of Transformation in Everyday Life
The World Bank and Struggles for Social Justice in the Age of Globalization

The must-read summary of Paul Hawken's book: “Blessed Unrest: How the Largest Movement in the World Came into
Being and Why No One Saw it Coming”. This complete summary of "Blessed Unrest" by Paul Hawken, a renowned
author and activist, gives an overview of his account of the worldwide movement towards protecting the planet and
correcting the mistakes made by humanity. It gives an optimistic view of humanity's future and the work done to promote
environmental and social justice issues. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand the movement working
on correcting the mistakes made by humanity • Expand your knowledge of environmental and social justice issues To
learn more, read "Blessed Unrest" and discover the worldwide movement working for social justice and ecology.
The Thirteenth, Greatest of Centuries by James Joseph Walsh, first published in 1907, is a rare manuscript, the original
residing in one of the great libraries of the world. This book is a reproduction of that original, which has been scanned
and cleaned by state-of-the-art publishing tools for better readability and enhanced appreciation. Restoration Editors'
mission is to bring long out of print manuscripts back to life. Some smudges, annotations or unclear text may still exist,
due to permanent damage to the original work. We believe the literary significance of the text justifies offering this
reproduction, allowing a new generation to appreciate it.
Provides a visionary blueprint for a marketplace where businesses and environmentalists work together, showing
companies how to redesign and manufacture products in innovative ways, reeducate customers, and work closely with
government toward a profitable, productive, and ecologically sound future. Reprint.
With more than 45,000 sold since 1989, The New Organic Grower has become a modern classic. In this newly revised
and expanded edition, master grower Eliot Coleman continues to present the simplest and most sustainable ways of
growing top-quality organic vegetables. Coleman updates practical information on marketing the harvest, on small-scale
equipment, and on farming and gardening for the long-term health of the soil. The new book is thoroughly updated, and
includes all-new chapters such as: Farm-Generated Fertility—how to meet your soil-fertility needs from the resources of
your own land, even if manure is not available. The Moveable Feast—how to construct home-garden and commercialscale greenhouses that can be easily moved to benefit plants and avoid insect and disease build-up. The Winter
Garden—how to plant, harvest, and sell hardy salad crops
all winter long from unheated or minimally heated greenhouses.
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Pests—how to find "plant-positive" rather than "pest-negative" solutions by growing healthy, naturally resistant plants. The
Information Resource—how and where to learn what you need to know to grow delicious organic vegetables, no matter
where you live. Written for the serious gardener or small market farmer, The New Organic Grower proves that, in terms of
both efficiency and profitability, smaller can be better.
The Next Economy
Oil and Honey
Natural Capitalism
A Thousand Splendid Suns
How to Create a Vegan World
A Pragmatic Approach
A Century of Writing About Climate Change

Today, war is more complicated than it has ever been. When considering military strategy, a commander must be aware
of several theaters of war. There's ground strength, air power, naval combat and even cyber warfare. In the late 19th
century, however, the true military might of a nation rested primarily on the strength of its navy. In 1890, United States
Navy Captain Alfred Thayer Mahan published a book titled "The Influence of Sea Power Upon History." The monumental
text addressed the importance of both military and commercial fleets in the success of a nation in war and peacetime.
Mahan begins with a discussion of the elements he considers to be the key to a nation's success on the seas. He
theorizes that a ground force could not sustain the pressure of a naval blockade. Mahan then applies his principles to
wars of the past. He analyzes the use of a navy in various engagements and considers the resulting influence on the
outcome of the wars. The book was readily accepted by commanders and tacticians all over the world and his principles
and theories were utilized throughout the 20th century. His arguments, along with technological advances, were
influential in the strengthening of the United States Navy. Presently, Mahan's work is considered the most important
work on naval strategy in history.
“Pollan keeps you turning the pages . . . cleareyed and assured.” —New York Times A #1 New York Times Bestseller,
New York Times Book Review 10 Best Books of 2018, and New York Times Notable Book A brilliant and brave
investigation into the medical and scientific revolution taking place around psychedelic drugs--and the spellbinding story
of his own life-changing psychedelic experiences When Michael Pollan set out to research how LSD and psilocybin (the
active ingredient in magic mushrooms) are being used to provide relief to people suffering from difficult-to-treat
conditions such as depression, addiction and anxiety, he did not intend to write what is undoubtedly his most personal
book. But upon discovering how these remarkable substances are improving the lives not only of the mentally ill but also
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of healthy people coming to grips with the challenges of everyday life, he decided to explore the landscape of the mind in
the first person as well as the third. Thus began a singular adventure into various altered states of consciousness, along
with a dive deep into both the latest brain science and the thriving underground community of psychedelic therapists.
Pollan sifts the historical record to separate the truth about these mysterious drugs from the myths that have surrounded
them since the 1960s, when a handful of psychedelic evangelists inadvertently catalyzed a powerful backlash against
what was then a promising field of research. A unique and elegant blend of science, memoir, travel writing, history, and
medicine, How to Change Your Mind is a triumph of participatory journalism. By turns dazzling and edifying, it is the
gripping account of a journey to an exciting and unexpected new frontier in our understanding of the mind, the self, and
our place in the world. The true subject of Pollan's "mental travelogue" is not just psychedelic drugs but also the eternal
puzzle of human consciousness and how, in a world that offers us both suffering and joy, we can do our best to be fully
present and find meaning in our lives.
Van Jones, Al Gore, Elizabeth Kolbert, Naomi Klein, and other essential voices on global warming, from its 19th-century
discovery to the present, in a volume edited by Bill McKibben, our most widely respected environmental writer With the
rise of extreme weather events worldwide--witness the devastation wrought by Hurricanes Sandy, Irene, and Katrina, and
the sustained drought across the American West--global warming has become increasingly difficult to deny. What is
happening to our planet? And what can we do about it? The Global Warming Reader provides more than thirty-five
answers to these burning questions, from more than one hundred years of engagement with the topic. Here is Elizabeth
Kolbert's groundbreaking essay "The Darkening Sea," Michael Crichton's skeptical view of climate change, George
Monbiot's biting indictment of those who are really using up the planet's resources, NASA scientist James Hansen's
testimony before the U.S. Congress, and clarion calls for action by Al Gore, Arundhati Roy, Naomi Klein, Van Jones, and
many others. The Global Warming Reader is a comprehensive resource, expertly edited by someone who lives and
breathes this defining issue of our time.
Landscape Architecture Regenerative Design for Sustainable Development Winner, 1994 MeritAward for
Communications, American Society of LandscapeArchitects "Regenerative Design for Sustainable Development is
nothing lessthan a user's manual for planet Earth that integrates theprinciples of ecological design with practical realities
betterthan anything I've read. John Lyle has written the best book nowavailable on the theory and practice of
sustainability . . .essential reading for natural resource professionals, architects,planners, educators, environmentalists,
and the general public."--David W. Orr, Professor and Chair Environmental Studies Program,Oberlin College. "John Lyle
has written a splendid book, Regenerative Design forSustainable Development. It is perfectly topical; it is committedto
the unity of art and science, design and planning, man andnature. It is itself exemplary, and it is a repository of
exemplaryadaptations. It has carried the environmental movement to a newthreshold of ecological planning and design.
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It should be widelyread and employed." --Ian L. McHarg, FASLA. "In these times of widespread urban stress and regional
disruption,the cogent thoughts of John Tillman Lyle on sustainable cities areon target and highly constructive. They are
must reading forplanning professionals and all concerned citizens." --John OrmsbeeSimonds, FASLA. "More designers
need to broaden their horizons in the way John Lylehas put forth in this book. In general, there are far too few
landplanners, landscape architects, or architects who have any workingprocedure that approximates what sustainable
design entails. Thisbook provides important historical background and contemporaryexperience to help guide the
way."--Pliny Fisk III, Center forMaximum Potential Building Systems. From the despoliation of our rivers and lakes by
industrial runoffto the destruction of our atmosphere by sulphur emissions and CFCs,production cycles based on a oneway flow of materials and energyhave pushed us to the brink of environmental collapse. It is timefor a change, and in this
groundbreaking book, John Tillman Lyleoffers us a blueprint for implementing that change. This book provides civil
engineers, architects, land developmentplanners, and others with practical, realistic approaches toreversing this deadly
course. Throughout, the emphasis is on provenregenerative practices for water use, land use, energy use, andbuilding
design. Most importantly, it provides ways to reestablishconnections between people and nature, between art and
science, andbetween technology and daily life.
Sometimes It's Bright
Breaking the Sustainability Barrier
Call of the Reed Warbler
How the Largest Movement in the World Came Into Being, and why No One Saw it Coming
A Master's Manual of Tools and Techniques for the Home and Market Gardener, 2nd Edition
Regenerative Design for Sustainable Development
How People and Platforms Are Inventing the Collaborative Economy and Reinventing Capitalism
In this visually rich picture book, a girl discovers the joy of creativity, first on a walk through the
city and ultimately within herself. As Ronan and her mother spend an afternoon together, the girl
notices a sparkling brightness--flowing in the notes of a street musician, blaring from billboards, and
flying from dancers on stage. Why does she sometimes feel bright--and where could she find that
brightness when she wants it? Curious, she experiments . . . until she discovers the magic can come from
her, too, when she dances, draws, and paints. Sometimes It's Bright explores how being our most creative
selves brings joy to us and to the world.
The New York Times bestselling examination of the worldwide movement for social and environmental change
Paul Hawken has spent more than a decade researching organizations dedicated to restoring the
environment and fostering social justice. From billion-dollar nonprofits to single-person dot.causes,
these groups collectively comprise the largest movement on earth, a movement that has no name, leader,
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or location and that has gone largely ignored by politicians and the media. Blessed Unrest explores the
diversity of the movement, its brilliant ideas, innovative strategies, and centuries of hidden history.
A culmination of Hawken's many years of leadership in the environmental and social justice fields, it
will inspire all who despair of the world's fate, and its conclusions will surprise even those within
the movement itself.
Bestselling author Bill McKibben turns activist in the first hands-on guidebook to stopping climate
change, the world's greatest threat Hurricane Katrina. A rapidly disappearing Arctic. The warmest winter
on the East Coast in recorded history. The leading scientist at NASA warns that we have only ten years
to reverse climate change; the British government's report on global warming estimates that the
financial impact will be greater than the Great Depression and both world wars—combined. Bill McKibben,
the author of the first major book on global warming, The End of Nature, warns that it's no longer time
to debate global warming, it's time to fight it. Drawing on the experience of Step It Up, a national day
of rallies held on April 14, 2007, McKibben and the Step It Up team of organizers provide the facts of
what must change to save the climate and show how to build the fight in your community, church, or
college. They describe how to launch online grassroots campaigns, generate persuasive political
pressure, plan high-profile events that will draw media attention, and other effective actions. Fight
Global Warming Now offers an essential blueprint for a mighty new movement against the most urgent
challenge facing us today.
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times
crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of "Blessed Unrest: How the Largest Social Movement in
History Is Restoring Grace, Justice, and Beauty to the World." Don't say we didn't warn you: these
reviews are known to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled by their
biting sincerity; others may be spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book
if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've
heard it all.
Blessed Unrest
Ending the Climate Crisis in One Generation
Imperial Nature
Peers Inc
What the New Science of Psychedelics Teaches Us About Consciousness, Dying, Addiction, Depression, and
Transcendence
Sounds Like Me
The Unconquerable World
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The must-read summary of Paul Hawken's book: "Blessed Unrest: How the Largest Movement in the
World Came into Being and Why No One Saw it Coming". This complete summary of "Blessed Unrest"
by Paul Hawken, a renowned author and activist, gives an overview of his account of the
worldwide movement towards protecting the planet and correcting the mistakes made by humanity.
It gives an optimistic view of humanity's future and the work done to promote environmental and
social justice issues. Added-value of this summary: - Save time - Understand the movement
working on correcting the mistakes made by humanity - Expand your knowledge of environmental and
social justice issues To learn more, read "Blessed Unrest" and discover the worldwide movement
working for social justice and ecology.
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